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MCS 116  06/25/2015
MOTOR CARRIER
MOTOR VEHICLE LEASE AGREEMENT
Purpose:         Use this form to execute a formal lease agreement per Virginia Code §§ 46.2-2001 and 46.2-2155 between a lessor (vehicle owner) and a lessee (owner of operating authority certificate or permit).
Instructions:         Submit this form to the Motor Carrier Services work center at the above address or fax to (804) 367-1058.
LESSOR INFORMATION (Vehicle Owner)
LESSEE INFORMATION (Owner of operating authority certificate or permit)
LEASED VEHICLE(S) INFORMATION
YEAR
MAKE
MODEL
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER
LEASE START AND END DATES
LEASE AGREEMENT INFORMATION AND CERTIFICATION
The lessor and lessee agree by filing this document with the DMV that for the duration of the lease the motor vehicle or motor vehicles named in this document shall be operated by and under the complete control of the lessee for the duration of the lease, and
That neither the lessee or lessor shall enter into any other contract or subcontract for lease or sublease, or any arrangement that would contradict the information provided in this lease, and
That the lessee will maintain automobile liability insurance under a policy issued under the lessee's name through an insurance company licensed to do business in Virginia for the motor vehicle or vehicles named in this lease, and
That no transportation shall be provided, arranged, advertised, solicited, offered, negotiated, furnished, sold or contracted with the leased motor vehicle or vehicles except through the lessee who holds the certificate or permit issued by DMV referenced above, and
That any trip sheet, contract, contract order, estimate for services, or any other means used for billing or confirming transportation to be performed with the leased motor vehicle or vehicles must identify the lessee as the transportation provider, and
That the motor vehicle or vehicles meet the marking requirements found in Virginia Code §46.2-1076 and 49 CFR §390.21 as applicable, and
That, by the signatures of the lessor and lessee, or their lawful agents, they are severally and jointly bound thereby:
LESSEE SIGNATURE
LESSOR SIGNATURE
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